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After the Dallas Cowboys defeated the Houston Texans 34-6 I 
knew it was going to be a good day hashing. The sky was 
overcast and the rain was coming down. Most of the best hashes 
have occurred when it's been raining and this was no exception. 
We were promised a nice shiggy trail. 
 
So a small crowd of dedicated hashers gather after cruising the 
Walgreen's parking lot looking for the start. We take off on the 
first part of trail down along Aldine-Mail road. We run along 
and trail takes off through Keith-Weiss Park. Trail is nice and 
full of mud, shiggy, thorns, briars, and rain. A few times I heard 
Blue Balls yell and I knew thorns were up ahead. Trail gets up 
to the bayou and I see Balut swim across - I didn't feel like 
getting that wet so I end up running along side the bayou and it 
turned out to be a good choice, because I see hashers along side 
the road. It also turns out Hooter Bill, Closet Freak, and Geek 
also followed me along the bayou. The end was in the park, then 
moved along side the bayou after we discovered the park didn't 
allow alcohol. Also the park rangers were called out from 
watching football in a nice warm environment and come out in 
this weather and open the park for us, but we left before then. 
 
Notable events of the day: 
1) Closet Freak almost causing an accident before the circle. 
2) Lube Job and Saran Crap in a threesome with Sir Licks a Lot. 
3) Butt Pirate finally taking his truck off-road. 
4) I think Butt Pirate made 95% of the accusations. 
5) Nothing like watching a rodeo and seeing women strip down 
to bikinis in the center of the rodeo. Also loved playing Ms. 
Pacman in the bar. Retro rules. 
 
If you didn't come out to this run - it was definitely trail of the 
year in my book. Also circle of the year. It definitely goes to 
show that bad weather and small turnouts end up being some of 
the best trails and circles. So don't let a little bad weather stop 
you from hashing. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Some of the best quotes from the evening: 
"You know it's a good hash when it's 9 o'clock and you're 
fuc#ed up" 
"Small hashes are great, we killed the keg." 
"I won't be touching any men today..Or women....I'm equal 
opportunity" 
"We're flatulating in tandem" 
"I'm sure I didn't get naked last night...Ummmm... Hey, does 
anyone remember if I got naked?" 
"You should see the scratch on my scrotum" 

 
 

-- Rubbin the Boy Wanker -- 
-- H4 Scribe -- 

 


